The coupled evolution of breathing and locomotion as a game of leapfrog.
Because the increase in metabolic rate related to locomotor activity places demands on the cardiorespiratory apparatus, it is not surprising that the evolution of breathing and of locomotion are coupled. As the respiratory faculty becomes more refined, increasingly aerobic life strategies can be explored, and this activity is in turn expedited by a higher-performance respiratory apparatus. This apparent leapfrogging of respiratory and locomotor faculties begins in noncraniate chordates and continues in water-breathing and air-breathing vertebrates. Because both locomotor and cardiorespiratory activities are coordinated in the brain, neurological as well as biochemical coupling is evident. In spite of very different breathing mechanisms in various vertebrate groups, the basic respiratory control mechanisms appear to have been conserved, and respiratory-locomotor coupling is evident in all classes of vertebrates. Hypaxial body wall muscles that were strictly locomotor in fish have respiratory function in amniotes, but some locomotor function remains in all groups.